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Motivition
Regular expression Denial of Service (ReDoS) poses a pervasive and serious security threat.

There are three types of strategies to defense ReDoS attacks: (i) regex engine substitution, (ii) input length restriction, (iii) regex repair.
• Regex engine substitution omits extended features and brings semantic differences or incompatibilities.
• Input length restriction faces a dilemma known as “Goldilocks problem”.
• Regex repair can greatly mitigate their vulnerabilities and is the most common defense strategy. But the existing regex repair works cannot 

promise the repaired regex preserves semantics or is invulnerable to ReDoS attacks.

This motivates the need for a regex repair approach that can promise semantics preservation and invulnerability.

Challenges

Approach

• Difficulty of localizing the vulnerabilities and obtaining  the information necessary for the repair.
• Difficulty of promising the repaired regex preserves semantics.
• Difficulty of promising the repaired regex is invulnerable to ReDoS attacks, that is, no vulnerabilities will be newly introduced and all 

vulnerabilities in the regex will be repaired.

To overcome these challenges, we propose RegexScalpel, a regex 
ReDoS vulnerability analysis and repair framework based on lo-
calize-and-fix.

For four types of vulnerable patterns (i.e. NQ, QOD, QOA, SLQ), 
RegexScalpel first leverages the fine-grained vulnerability patt-
erns (see one example in the right part), which enables analyzing 
the information necessary for the repair, to localize the vulnera-
bilities.

RegexScalpel then aims at fixing the pathological sub-regexes ac-
cording to the predefined repair patterns and the localized vulne-
rability information. Our repair patterns ensure that the repair 
regexes preserve semantics, and our iterative repair method also 
keeps out vulnerabilities of the repaired regexes.

RegexScalpel finally determines whether the repaired regexes are 
ReDoS-invulnerable and whether it can pass all given test cases.

Evaluation
RQ1. Can RegexScalpel outperform state-of-the-art regex defense techniques?
RQ2. Can RegexScalpel outperform handcrafted defense actions?
RQ3. Can RegexScalpel detect new vulnerabilities and synthesize useful repairs to maintainers?
RQ4. Can RegexScalpel synthesize repaired regexes preserving the semantics of the original ones?

We evaluate the effectiveness of RegexScalpel on ReDoS-vulnerable regexes from the SOLA-DA 
benchmark and ReDoS-related CVEs, compared with five state-of-the-art ReDoS defense tech-
niques varying from regex engine substitution, input length limit and regex repair.

Summary to RQ1: RegexScalpel can effectively defend 98.88% of vulnerable regexes, compared 
with 21.20% achieved by the best work. 
Summary to RQ2: Among the 413 repaired vulnerable regexes handcrafted by the maintainers, 
only 319 (77.23%) are ReDoS free. RegexScalpel successfully repairs 409 (99.03%) of the 413 
regexes.
Summary to RQ3: RegexScalpel helped to repair 16 ReDoS vulnerabilities in the ten real-world 
projects and got confirmed by the maintainers, resulting in 8 confirmed CVEs.
Summary to RQ4: RegexScalpel can synthesize repaired regexes preserving the semantics of the 
original ones and keeping the semantics as close as possible to the original ones.

Conclusion
We propose RegexScalpel, which can defend ReDoS attacks by automatically localizing and repairing ReDoS-vulnerable regexes. 
RegexScalpel is the first approach to localize and fix the vulnerable regexes considering comprehensive and fine-grained types of 
vulnerable causes.
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